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This is a well-written book, and most of us will know more about the religions of the world than we knew before. In itself, this fascinating book can be seen as a piece of the times. --John Chawley, The Times Holloway's account is in fact an abundance of arrests. --Ian Thompson, a Financial Times experienced man, wrote that as an informed reflection on the
state of faith in the Western world in the 21st century, it is insightful and intelligent. --Tim Whitmarsh, The Guardian Holloway's story consists of many different threads and details carefully woven together for satisfying reading. Pace manages to be leisurely despite the amount of ground, and he includes memorable details. --Carol Palfrey, Sofia In an age of
religious tension, this is an important contribution to understanding different beliefs. It's a simple, well-written introduction to religion and its various expressions. --Library Journal For readers looking for thoughtful, thorough and friendly surveys of the history of religion, this book is a great place to start. --Book list [Holloway] deftly gives the public access to his
knowledge. Great service for religious students. This is not a dry textbook: with the density of dialogue prose and information, it is enjoyable to read. --A small history of weekly standard religions all entertains readers and covers historically and emotionally broad topics. Holloway repeatedly connects religious movements with political behavior, perhaps the
caution of our time, and how to find the correct religious history, a surprisingly excellent handbook. --It's hard to nominate someone more qualified to write on this subject than Catherine C. Black, Anglican and Anglican historian Richard Holloway. His journey of faith encompassed so many experiences that he wrote with a wonderful combination of separation,
knowledge, and affectionate engagement. --Diarmaid MacCulloch, author of The History of Christianity: The First Three Thousand Years richard Holloway, former bishop of Edinburgh and Primus of the Scottish Episcopal Church, is an internationally popular writer and broadcaster. His more than 20 books include Best Sellers Leaving Alexandria: A Memoir of
Faith and Doubt. He lives in Edinburgh, England. 1996-2014 ©, Amazon.com, Inc., or its affiliates, this is a well-written book that most of us will know more about the religions of the world than we have known before. In itself, this fascinating book can be seen as a piece of the times. ―John Chamili, Times Holloway's account is rich in fact- ―Ian Thompson,
Financial Times As an informed reflection on the state of faith in the Western world in the 21st century, what an experienced person has written is insightful and insightful. Whitmarsh, The Guardian Holloway's story consists of many different threads and details woven together carefully for satisfying reading. Pace manages to be leisurely despite the amount
of ground, and he includes memorable details. ―Carol Palfrey, In the age of religious tension in Sofia, this is an important contribution to understanding different beliefs. It's a simple, well-written introduction to religion and its various expressions. ―Library Journal Thank God – if I could use that phrase in a neutral way – Richard Holloway and his carefully
weighted, beautifully written and strangely charming short history of world religions. There's no better place to learn about [religion] than on the pages of this enlightenment book. ―Peter Stanford, Observer Holloway is the only qualified respect guide. He doesn't preach nor mock. It's a timely reminder that despite our differences, we have more in common
than we think. ―Katherine Small, East Anglian Daily Times This lovely book is apparently modeled after the same publisher, a bestseller from the small history of the world of Gombrich. It takes you away from the claim that religion 'comes from the heart of human animals', and jumps through the whole story, with short summaries of their better-known texts,
from revelations about Sinai to the composition of the Vedas and chronicles of Hinduism and Buddhism. ―A.N. Wilson, Tablet deeply admires the history of religion and re-enacts it with a keen commitment to accuracy. A sympathetic and discerning guide to the enduring importance and power of faith. ―For edinburgh life-making and accessibility, in the
minefield of tosses dealing with the passion and heat of 'accepted' religions, I recommend, with delight, the small history of Richard Holloway's religion. ―Hayden Murphy, like the Glasgow HeraldNjena, Holloway writes clearly and freshly with good parables and comparisons. He explains basic terms and ideas in the simplest way without sponsoring.
―Richard Harris, the Church of The Times Richards Holloway's deep affection for religious traditions, with intellectual honesty and clarity of expression, has won him a host of avid readers among the faithful and faithless. ....-David Bolton, friends, the promise is fulfilled with accuracy, but with more depth and elegance than the title implies. Holloway offers an
engaging canter through nearly 4,000 years of religious history, zigzagging with chronological and geographically diverse sources, contexts and stories. ―It's hard to nominate someone more qualified on this subject than Julie Grove, RE Today Pritchard Holloway. His journey of faith has included so much experience that he wrote It's a great combination of
separation, knowledge, affectionate engagement. ―Diarmid McCulloch, author of The History of Christianity: The First Three Thousand Years Richard Holloway, former Bishop of Edinburgh and Primus of the Scottish Episcopal Church, is an internationally popular writer and broadcaster. His more than 20 books include Best Sellers Leaving Alexandria: A
Memoir of Faith and Doubt. He lives in Edinburgh, England. Richard Holloway, a former bishop of Edinburgh and primus of the Scottish Episcopal Church, is an internationally popular writer and broadcaster. His more than 20 books include Best Sellers Leaving Alexandria: A Memoir of Faith and Doubt. He lives in Edinburgh, England. *1809 BCE - Abraham,
Shepherd, Mesopotamia - challenging the settled religion of the community - moving from multitheism to oneism - the voice of his head ordered him to travel west across the Euphrates until he arrived in Canaan, Israel/Palestine.- The voice ordered him to sacrifice his son Isaac (smile) to Sanmoa if nothing else, if humans could not persuade them - Abraham,
Shepherd, Mesopotamia - Challenging the settlement religion of the community - moving from multitheism to oneism - the voice of his head ordered him to leave the country with his family, his flock and herd and the Israeli/Palestinian traveling west across the Euphrates until he arrived in Canaan.- That voice ordered him to sacrifice his son Isaac (who would
smile) on Mount Moriarty, but stopped him in time.## Abraham God's test of proving that if nothing else, we can persuade humans to do almost anything if they think they are from 'high places'. And almost everything was done at once or in the name of another religion.## The ability to turn and change direction is one of all the interesting human signs. And
that is one of the keys to the understanding of religion.*Ishmael, the son of Hagar of Egypt and Abraham - wandering with him after being expelled by Abraham to take her young son to the Haga desert.- He began to kick up sand not far from the Red Sea, so he began to find a fountain of water in the green spots of the desert. - Abraham visited them, built a
temple, and installed a sacred black stone. (When Adam and Eve lost their innocence, they were able to take something as souvenir #Peter s from the garden; Abraham inherited a stone, and that is it in the temple. The Jews, apostles - Jesus called him his rock, Greek Petros, Latin Petra.*1391 BCE - adopted by Moses, daughter of the King of Egypt, killed a
royal-Egyptian gang boss and buried him in the sand. And he found himself in the desert and fled when protected by a shepherd--kneeling in front of a thorny bush, he heard his voice, insisting that there was only one God. But Moses initially resisted -- the voice told him to return and organize the rebellion, and this time Moses reluctantly obeyed.- God took
the Egyptians one after the other. And the first born children of all families, as well as the first born Israelis of their cattle, killed their own cattle in an attempt to persuade them to escape.- Moses led them into the waters of Reed. And God killed the Egyptians as assistants. Jews celebrate the day and call it Passover. Exodus.- Ten Commandments from the
mountains. There is no art.- Moses died during that mountain.## The world is filled with gods with a group of passionate worshippers and the work they founded to serve them. Insulting people's beliefs was bad enough. The threat of the way they earned their livelihoods was exacerbated.*Joshua, general of Moses - led the invasion and waged an ongoing
war against local tribes. *1040 BCE - Saul, israel's first king in Canaan.- Died in battle.*1011BC BCE- David began to totongchi, stone slingisrael - the second king of the stunned Goliath, and killed him with his own sword.- In most battles found David in David's army. And he ed up for Lia to die in battle. Then he quietly married Bathsheba. *971BC- Solomon
began to rule, Son of David - Israel's first temple. *701 BCE - Assyrians attacked and oppressed Israel as a kingdom - More than 10,000 people were expelled from Babylon.*638BCE - Zoroster (Zoroastrians, fire worshippers), priests - polarizes the situation in which we all find ourselves in the battle against addiction. We struggle against temptation. Even the
concept of the actual spirit of evil makes sense. Until the wise Lord came with the last turn of creation, he destroyed the evil twins. The principles of evil and the Savior, called the saoshiant, appear. - This is the first time God has sent a Savior to destroy evil and establish a world of righteousness and justice. ## One of the greatest figures in religious history
said that prophets always had to suffer and die for their vision.*About 600BCE to 524BCE - Laoji, Taoism - Yin Yanguwei*About 600CE - China brought Chinese Taoism, Taoism and Buddhism to Japan. Shindo Appeared.- The Unification of Nature and the Things of Life.*597BCE ~ 538BCE - Job- Israel Overrun by Assyrians and expelled from babylonian-
book (story), exploring the issue of, has emerged Job destroys the orthodox view of God's punishment for their sins. And it is a big moment in the history of religion. - Within a few days everything was taken from Job, ## Naked I came from my mother's womb and will come back naked; The Lord has given it, and he has taken it away. The Lord's name can be
masked. ## Highly developed religious orthodoxy loves doing this. Tell people exactly what to think, explain what things mean and how God adapts to situations. ## What God is and what God is up to, that's the message.*593 and 571 BCE - Ezekiel, prophet, - he never condemns asylum to Israel's sins for his unfaithfulity to God. *590BCE - Vardamana /
Mahabira (Zynism), Prince of Eastern India, Ganges Basin - Ashima East - Ashima, Do No Harm*580BCE - Siddhartha (Buddha), Prince, Foot of Mount Himalaya in northeastern India - eliminates the pain of desire and enlightenment. - His desire to eliminate desire was a stumbling block to his enlightenment - the way out was due to the path of moderation
between the extremes. Middle path.- Buddhism is a practice, not a creed.*551BCE ~ 479BCE - A public bridge born in China - when the leaders of rival countries engaged in an ongoing war with each other.- He told the general that people's welfare should be their goals and purposes.## Philosophy is the best or wisest study in the world. Religion is more
interested in what is beyond this world, whereas religion is more interested in the world. And what would happen to us when our lives were over.## The dead ceased to exist.*539BCE - Cyrus, King of Persia - He told us to defeat the Assyrians and send the exiles to Israel to rebuild the mosques wrecked by the Assyrians and restore their religious
traditions.*515BCE - A new temple has been dedicated at the end. No more kings. The book was written to collect stories of God-led history, and from then on it was the law governing their lives. Professions such as teachers and priests emerged and temples as well.*333BCE - Greek Emperor Alexander the Great - he asked Israel to follow his religion and
left well alone. *206BCE - The Silk Road brought Buddhism to China.## Religion was about doing things, not believing in things. It was a smart way to manage the power of nature to provide good for the human community. - Chinese sages apply creative minds, not to the afterth world, but to the world to come. *175BCE ~ 164BCE - Antiocus IV - He decided
to prim his Jewish subjects away from his possessed god and impose on them the sophistication of Greek religion and culture.- In 167BCE he turned the temple of Jerusalem into a shrine to the Greek god Zeus and sent the executor. The Jews will raise him to sacrifice. - The first apocalypse agent appeared during this period, Daniel.*Daniel - he put his
message in a short book that only his Jewish readers could understand. - Set in Babylon during exile hundreds of years ago, but it was actually a coded account of andiocus persecution that was taking place when it was recorded. - The book consists of six stories and a couple of dreams. - One of the stories of Daniel becomes the official of the Persian
Empire. And the Lion Den has survived punishment.- Faith in life after death and brings to Israel for the first time in the final calculations. Resurrection (though controversial).- Another big idea is to show people that the end is near, that God will send a very special secret agent named Messiah to prepare for the final attack. But he will not come from space. He
will not be touched in heaven. He would have one living in the middle of them. *164BCE - Matatias and his sons began to reclaim, purify, restore, and re-consecry contaminated temples. Festival of Lights or Hanukkah. *163BCE - Andiocus IV died*63BCE - Pompeii, a Roman general, led Rome to take over Israel - he found that the temple was empty. ## The
Jews found that there was nothing at all that could represent the voices that had plagued them for centuries. * 30BCE - The Romans overtook the Persian and Greek empires but absorbed too much of the culture of the countries they occupied. The gods got something personal - they were certainly multitheists, but their gods were as much a part of the
landscape as their mountains and oceans and the sun that would shine on them. The gods did a lot the way the weather did it.- Rome turned natural mythology into a mysterious religious/mystery cult, a set of secret rituals and practices that evoked the deep emotional experiences of its followers. ## What is interesting is that individuals are likely to grow and
become universal because they are full of individuals seeking salvation.*70CE - Titus, Roman General - He flattened Jerusalem and destroyed a temple that became beautiful 140 years before Pompeii's visit.*30CE to 36 years old - Jesus, who is the goal of #Law.30CE. Power politics was the object of a sermon on mount Matthew. And it is subject to the
story of the Good Samaritan religion. - Peter betrayed the sweet but weak Judas * 62CE to 65CE - Saul (Paul), Damascus Road, Tasus, Silicia (Turkey), Jews, Roman citizens, tent makers, Barides (progressive party) - as he traveled along the road to Damascus to hunt christians he fell to the ground to hunt him blind with great light. And the voice told him to
get up and go into Damascus and tell him what to do.- Ananias cared for Saul. And he went to the local people. I announced that I was the Son of Jesus God. - Hide in Arabia, think about what happened to him and pray. Now Paul met with the leaders and claimed to be apostles -- persuading the Jews to let Jesus' original followers stay in Jerusalem until
they patched together a compromise, and the other converts Paul created did not have to follow the traditional jewish ones. - Rescued Onesimus, who was a slave, loved him, but he did not try to rescue him from slavery, but kindly begged his master to treat him.## That is why he said it was Paul, not Jesus, but the true founder of Christianity. Without him, the
Jesus movement would have faded into another failed Messiany sect within Judaism- five times he was officially punished with 39 lashes. On three occasions he was hit with a bar. On one occasion, I was stoned to death. Finally he appealed to the Roman authorities to have enough of it.* 64CE - Nero, emperor - he began the first persecution that
punctuated the next few centuries.- He burned Christians in oil and set a flame like a candle in the palace garden.- Run Paul and Peter.* 284CE - Diocletian, Emperor - He is trying to liberate the most ferocious empire. The horror started at 303CE and was terrible while it lasted, but it couldn't have been more successful than it had been before. *312CE -
Constantine, the most calculating and competent rival, became emperor - in his dreams before the battle, he saw the Christian symbol of the shining cross before him and he heard the voice commanding him: conquer this sign! - The following year he abolished laws persecuting Christians and allowed unlimited freedom of religion throughout the empire. -
315CE, he banned crucifixion. - 324CE, while other religions are still tolerated, he founded Christianity as the official religion of the empire. (From the persecuted exile to the emperor's favorite religion).-325CE, he locked up bishops and theologians and resolved the differences in their definition of the personality of Jesus Christ as God and man. And held a
banquet symbolizing the church's last victory. - 330CE, he built a wonderful city called Constantinople (Istanbul). Instead, spiritual power was flowing into Rome. (Orthodox churches in the east and Catholic churches in the west with the Pope in Rome.) ## It now called itself Catholic because the (universal) church has spread through the Roman world.#종교
Power struggles have always been careful to cover their ambitions in sacred clothing. It never becomes about human politics. It's always about obedience to God.*570CE to 632CE - Muhammad born in Mecca, bred by his uncle Abu Talib, camel driver, merchant - begins praying and begins to meditate in caves Mecca. I saw his vision and heard his first
voice. They came through the mediation of the angel Gabriel. With his wife's support, he began preaching in Mecca in 613. He was idle and had no God but God. And soon after he grew in popularity in Mecca he moved to Yasrib (later called Medina, the City of the Prophets) and followed the following in Mecca who said he had surrendered himself to God.#
The Bible won the war in Mecca and died in Medina.## The Bible is known for human creation formed by the hands of other human beings.## The Bible came from God. The Koran is what Jesus Christ does to Christians to Muslims.## The Koran means recitation. It was recited to the prophet's ear by the angel Gabriel.## Muhammad wanted the Jews and
Christians of Medina to convince him that he was not their nemesis but their accomplishments they were waiting for. ## Muhammad first instructed his followers to turn in the direction of Jerusalem when praying. It was only after jews and Christians rejected him as a prophet that he instructed his followers to turn toward Mecca.*1095CE - Papal City II - First
Crusade. As an incentive for the Pope to go on the Crusades and get people, the Pope gives them forgiveness of all his sins, which is indulgence.*1517CE - Johann Techel &amp; Martin Luther - Indulgence - It is the Bible and free individuals freed to stand face to face before their God. Shattered Catholic Church. - A Protestant religion was born. It has
defined itself more by what it is against than for what it is. It became a force to challenge political as well as religious dictatorship.*Patrick Hamilton - George Wishart - John Knox (1505 - 1572) - John Knox was a former Catholic priest who was strongly influenced by George Wishart's Protestantism. - Scotland will be a Protestant country, but Mary Queen of
Scots wants to keep her Catholic faith private. John Knox na Midis.*1805 - Joseph Smith, Sharon, Vermont.- Angel told him about the existence of a collection of writings from ancient American prophets. In the 4th century, a man named Mormon was buried on a hill in Palmyra, New York, with a book engraved on a gold plate. He unearths plates and
translates.#몰몬경은 Belongs to the return of Jesus Christ and other apocalyptic texts that signal the gathering of everything under his rule - this time with the difference that a new Zion will be established in the United States.*1929 - 1968 - Martin Luther King Jr. - Religion can begin with mystical experiences, but it can always lead to politics. It begins with the
voice, the tool chosen by the prophets. And what they hear always is that it's actions that affect the way people live, that is, politics. Sometimes politics is bad. People are persecuted for: To hear false beliefs or false voices. Or they have no choice but to accept the message released by the latest hot prophet. So the history of religion becomes a study of
other forms of oppression.*1948 - ecumenical movement - it was hoping to reunite, bringing in one full divided Christian group. one church. *1950 - Scientology - claims what happened, what happened, there is nothing new under the sun.*1980 - Secular humanism - happy to work with any group that wants to make the world a better place, including faith
groups. They were even ready to steal the clothes of religion. Humanists did their best to restore some of them and use them in a humanistic way because they knew that good things were disappearing with the decline of religion. ... More... More
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